Eliminate Your Dog’s
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Introduction
Dogs bark. It is part of their normal and natural behavior. There are good and
appropriate reasons why they do it. It is to communicate. When strangers approach
the house, or a dog hears an odd noise, or they're herding sheep. Dogs need to say
something is up. Let's face it: Most of us want our dogs to alert us to the unusual.
Human kind has blended with the canine world more than with anything else in the
animal kingdom. The history of the two of us coming together can be traced back as
far as when man first walked on the Earth. We have been each others' constant
companions. But recently this relationship has reached an entirely new level.
Dogs are now treated as more than just
working dogs or pets. They are seen as
family members. When we welcome
them into our homes, we see to it they are
comfortable and strive to make their
early days as stress free as possible.
Our dogs are our pets and they have
needs but are unable to tell us what they
are. The most they can do vocally is to
bark, whine or whimper to help us to know what they may be feeling.
Don't mistake these noises as signs of discontent. There may well be other factors at
play - like the environment and other dogs. But by carefully monitoring every action
and whimper, whine or bark, we can better know and understand their situation.
Dogs that bark constantly are a bother, so it is our responsibility, as pet owners, to
take measures to curb those aspects of behavior that annoy others. It is not
uncommon for nuisance dogs to cause so much trouble between neighbors that
disputes even reach the courts! As this is something none of us want to happen, the
more we understand our dogs, the better we will be able to win their obedience.

To find out more about how to train your dog read my recommended training course
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Why does my dog bark?
Dogs bark to communicate - just like we talk. They have different pitches and sounds
that convey different thoughts and emotions to another dog.
It should not surprise us if our dogs
bark. We should worry if they don’t!
Barking is a way of letting us know as
well of how our dogs feel and how they
think. It’s pretty much like wagging
their tail to show they are happy.
The bark has evolved into a complex
communication between dogs and,
potentially, between dogs and people.
There are also long lists of reasons why they bark. As pet owners we have an indirect
effect on their barking and the different nature of that barking. It has been suggested
the reason for the difference lies in the dog's domestication by humans.

The Long List Of Reasons
An increased tendency to bark could have been useful to humans in providing an
early warning system. As domestication has altered the physical appearance of dogs
so individual dogs have learned to bark for a variety of reasons. They may bark to
attract attention, to communicate a message, or to express excitement.
Natural catastrophes or calamities makes our animals restless. Often thunderstorms
and lightening make them cower due to an anxiety they feel. Even a simple thud can
trigger a dog to bark. Gunshots and fireworks make many dogs uneasy and unruly.
It is wrong to shout at or hurt a dog when he or she barks. The best we can do is to
train them. If we ever have need to discipline them it should be in a firm but gentle
manner. The experience needs to be as positive as you can make it. Do not over react
to your dog when he or she barks. It is natural for them to bark at things they don’t
know or they think are threats.
To find out more about how to train your dog read my recommended training course
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How to interpret your dog's bark
Our dogs "talk" to us in their own language and we can interpret their intentions and
their desires if we know what we are listening to. The table below gives an outline to
the range of sounds that our dogs make, and what they are trying to tell us.
When our dogs use a low pitch they are indicating a more threatening or dominant
stance. A high pitch is conveying the opposite — fear and insecurity. Dogs whose
pitch varies indicates emotional conflict. They are unsure and looking for direction.

Barking

What does it

Analysis

Sound

mean?

Rapid three or

"Let's get together.

Alert that suggests

four barks with

There's something

interest rather than alarm.

pauses and a

here we should

midrange pitch

investigate"

Rapid and

"Something is

Insistent alarm that

repetitive

entering our

suggests arousal, but not

barking and a

territory. We may

anxiety. Initiated by the

midrange pitch

need to take

approach of something

action."

strange or unforeseen.

Continual

"Something

Worried alarm bark that

barking in a

potentially

senses an imminent

slower, lower

dangerous is very

danger.

pitch

close. Let's get
ready!"

String of

"I need

A sign of confinement or

solitary barks

companionship

social isolation.

with pauses

because I'm
lonely."

One or two

"Hi there. I can see

Greeting/

short sharp

you!"

acknowledgment

barks in high or

triggered by arrival/sight,

midrange pitch

of a familiar person.
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Single short

"Stop it! Back off!"

Annoyance bark.

"What's up?"

Signal of surprise.

Single more

"I want you to

A learned communication

deliberate bark

come here!"

that attempts to signal a

sharp bark in
lower midrange
pitch

Single short
sharp bark in a
higher pitch

not sharp or

human response is

short and in a

wanted - a door needs

mid to upper

opening, food needs

midrange pitch

serving etc.

A-ruff or stutter

"Let's play."

bark

Given often with a play
invitation like front legs
flat on the ground and
rear held high.

Rising short

"Let's go!"

Excitement bark.

Low-pitched

"Watch out! Back

Signal from a dominant

soft bark from

off! Beware!"

dog annoyed

Grrrrr-Ruff or

"I'm upset, watch

Less dominant sign of

growl bark

out I'm ready to

annoyance.

sharp bark

the chest

fight!" or "Come on
pack, rally around
me!"

Growl-bark in a

"You may frighten

A concerned threat from

higher

me, but I will

a dog who isn't that

midrange pitch

defend myself!"

confident.
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Undulating

"I'm very

Fearful-aggressive sound

growl with pitch

frightened! If you

of an unsure dog.

rising and

come at me I may

falling

fight, but I may
also run."

Yip-howl with

"I am lonely."

Triggered by isolation.

Sonorous and

"This is my

Used to announce

prolonged howl

territory!"

presence, socialize over

prolonged howl

distance, and declare
territory. The dog is
content.

Ruff-Ruff-

"I'm worried and

Mournful sound of a

Bark-howl

alone."

lonely, isolated dog.

Baying

"Follow me! I've

Hunting call.

got the scent"

Rising whine

"I want . . ." "I need

A plea for something.

possibly mixed

. . ."

The louder and more

with a yelp

frequent the more needy
the dog.

Dropping whine

"Come on let's go!"

Indicates excitement and
anticipation.

Soft

"I hurt." or "I'm

Fearful passive and

whimpering

frightened."

submissive sound .

Moan-yodel

"I'm excited! Let's

Pleasure and excitement

(e.g. "Yowel-

get on and do it!"

signal.

woowel-oowelwoowel") or
Howl-yawn
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Single yelp

"Ouch!"

A response to sudden
pain.

Sequence of

"I'm scared!" "I'm

Active response to fear

yelps

hurting!" "I'm

and pain, usually given

leaving quickly!" "I

when the dog is running

give up and

away.

surrender!"

Screaming

"Help!"

A sign of panic and pain.

Panting

"This looks good!

Simple sound of

When do we start?"

anticipation.

"I'm going to settle

Simple emotional signal

for awhile." "Oh

that terminates an action

well if that's it!"

either with contentment

Sigh

or resignation.

To find out more about how to train your dog read my recommended training course
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Tackle excessive barking
When barking is excessive it’s very important to identify the cause. What is your
dog’s motivation? Every type of barking serves a distinct function, and if your dog is
repeatedly rewarded for barking, he or she learns to use barking to his or her benefit.
For example, dogs who
successfully bark for
attention often go on to
bark for other things, like
food, play and walks.

Train Your Dog
For this reason, it’s
important to train your dog
to be quiet on cue so you
can stop this attentionrelated barking.
Barking as a behavioural

Hunger & thirst: barks may indicate a need to eat or drink

problem may result from one of several issues. The key is to identify the cause and
then to adjust your dog’s triggers.
For instance, a dog’s bark sounds different when he or she wants to play compared to
when he or she wants to come in from outside. It takes time to teach your dog to bark
less. It is just not realistic to expect a quick fix or that your dog will stop barking
altogether. This is impossible.
Our goal should be to decrease, rather than to eliminate, the amount of barking.
Canine barking can be a nuisance to our neighbors, and is one of the more common
problem we dog owners or our neighbors may face. Thus we have to consider our
neighbors’ tolerance as well and be aware that different kinds of barking often
require different kinds of approach to reduction.

To find out more about how to train your dog read my recommended training course
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Don't believe all the myths
There are many stories about dog barking. Some are correct and need to be
recognized and understood but many are wrong and should be challenged.

It's The Dog's Fault That It Barks. Yes but...
Most dog owners want dogs to be quiet and don’t care why their dogs bark. But a
dog barks for a reason. It's incumbent on us to find out what it is.

My Dog Must Stop Barking Because I Say So. Not always...
Dogs have needs. If your dog is bored it will bark. If your dog is lonely it will bark.
Simply telling your dog to stop will not always work. A dog's needs must be met.

It’s My Neighbor's Fault That My Dog Barks. NO WAY!
Many dog owners get angry when neighbors complain about their dogs barking.
They even accuse neighbors of being responsible. Our dogs are our responsibility.

Barking Dogs Are The Best Guard Dogs. Completely untrue.
The best watch dogs are dogs that bark when they have a very good reason. The dog
that barks all the time is the dog that most people ignore.

My Dog Never Barks When I’m Around. Are you sure?...
Many dogs bark the most when alone. You need to seriously consider whether your
dog barks a lot when you are not home.

It's Normal For A Dog To Bark. As long as it's controlled...
It's true: All animals have some form of communication. The not-so-normal part is
when a dog barks constantly. The reason for that constant barking needs addressing.

My Dog Cannot Be Trained To Stop Barking. Not true!
Some owners feel that it simply isn’t possible to train their dog to stop barking. This
is not true. With time and persistence the vast majority of dogs can be trained.
To find out more about how to train your dog read my recommended training course
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Protect your dog
It cannot be denied that excessive barking is troublesome. It can even be dangerous
for us and for our pooch.
Have you ever had times in the dead of night, when you are woken from a deep and
comfortable sleep by your beloved pooch suddenly releasing a long, hair-raising
howl followed by an entire night of barking and have to join your dog wide awake?

Bad News
Now this is bad news for us but it's worse for our neighbors. And it cannot be denied
that some people get violent when they are disturbed. At first they may air their
complaints but if the barking continues, some have been known to take matters into
their own hands.
There have been some cases
of people leaving out
poisoned food for dogs they
find a nuisance. In others,
when the owners cannot
control the dogs themselves,
people have gone straight to
the dog and been violent.

Chronic
In addition chronic barking
can pose a physical threat to

Boredom barks: deal with them with games and exercise

cause damage to the dog. As chronic barking can be a sign of boredom and
frustration, it can be controlled simply by exercise. A bored dog is far more likely to
bark than an active dog. So it's up to us to make time to keep our dogs stimulated.
To stop your dog's chronic barking increase the amount of exercise that he or she
gets every day. This will tire your dog out, and provide much needed stimulation.
To find out more about how to train your dog read my recommended training course
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Things to do immediately
Dog barking that is too loud and too often is annoying and can lead to problems. One
of the most common comes from neighbors complaining. There are things that you
could do immediately to ease the problem.
Finding solutions requires us to have enough knowledge of the matter in hand.
Advice sharing is the best! The key to controlling any problem is understanding, so
we need to know what could trigger the behavior and how to deal with it.

Have your dog eat and drink at regular intervals.
When they’re thirsty, dogs
will respond to nature by
barking for water.
Labradors love playing
with it too (see picture).
Dogs produce a different
kind of howl, bark or growl
when they want food.
And the very act of feeding
dogs at regular intervals
each day has the added bonus that it lets them know when to expect to be fed, which
helps you too.

Be certain your dog gets enough daily
exercise.
Dogs have energy reserves; they must use it up daily. If they
don't they get jumpy. Whether it’s rain or shine on any given
day, let your dog have enough exercise – no exceptions. If
you can't go out, be imaginative with indoor exercises.

Keep your best friend entertained.
Dogs suffer separation anxiety if left by themselves for a
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long time. Keeping him or her amused de-stresses the dog and keeps him or her
calm. It’s important for your dog to learn to know when barking is appropriate and
when it isn’t. One of the first commands you should teach your dog to obey is,
“Quiet.”

Dogs can be fiercely territorial.
They bark at anything unusual. Being warned about strange things or people around
your house is a good thing. However, you’d like your dog to be able to watch
delivery people, joggers and the usual passers-by quietly. Teach your dog to discern
strangers and bark only at them. But the most important of all is to have your dog
learn to cease barking on a single command.

To control barking, we need a dog that obeys us and relaxes.
The dog needs to look to his or her owner for behavior clues. If we can call the dog,
have him or her lie down (it is a rare dog that barks lying down) and stay, we are
well on the way to solving a nuisance barking problem.
In addition, there are some common principles we can use in modifying barking
behavior.

Dos & Don'ts
•

Shouting "No" only makes matters worse.

•

Be consistent. Pick a one-word command (e.g. "Enough") for the behavior you desire to
control and always use that word in the same tone of voice.

•

Be patient. Changing behavior takes time and you need to take it slowly. If you become
angry, the chance to correctly modify the behavior will be gone.

•

Reward the dog for good behavior. Positive reinforcement is much more powerful than
punishment.

•

Do not hug your dog, talk soothingly, or otherwise play into your dog's barking.

•

Control the situation. As much as possible, set up situations to use as training. Practice in
short, frequent sessions, generally 5-10 minutes each.

•

Do not be afraid to ask an expert.

To find out more about how to train your dog read my recommended training course
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Recognise the cause
The key to knowing what to do with our dog’s barking is to know why they do it in
the first place. There are some common reasons why our dogs bark. Here are just
some of them:
•

Territorial

Protection. When
someone comes near
their territory, the
dogs bark to show
that they are
intruding.
•

Startle Barking.

This occurs in
response to anything
unfamiliar (a bin bag
in the middle of the road, people being where they are not expected etc.). We need to
control this type of barking.
•

Separation Anxiety. This occurs when your dog is left alone or with a stranger

for some time. The barking can become self-reinforcing as he or she becomes more
stimulated and anxious. Anxious barks tend to get higher in pitch as the dog becomes
more upset.
•

Self-identification Barking.

What you hear when your dog seems
to be answering other dogs he hears
barking in the neighborhood. It is his
or her way of saying: "I am here."
•

Play/Excitement Barks. These

are often short and sharp and common
if the dog gets too excited with the
game. Often time-out is in order.

Chow down: chews & other treats can deter barking
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•

Lack of Exercise Barking. Your dog may need some time to stretch those

muscles and given time to play.
•

Improper Confinement. When a dog's muscles are constricted due to small

confinements in crates or cages, they bark or whimper.
•

Environmental Reasons.

Unfamiliar movements, people, or
sounds cause dogs to bark as they
may see it as a threat or fear it.
•

Boredom, Frustration,

Loneliness. Dogs feel lonely and
when they do, they bark and howl.
Bored barkers simply need an
outlet for their energy and a more

Burn the bark: exercise releases a dog's energy

stimulating environment.
•

Alert/warning barks. These are the type of barks some owners encourage. They

want their dog to alert them to the presence of a danger or suspicious stranger.
Warning barks tend to become more rapid as the intruder approaches. Aggressive
barks are low in pitch and may be combined with growls. We need to be able to
distinguish warning barks from barks due to fear.

To find out more about how to train your dog read my recommended training course
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Control a dog's behavior
Once you have found the causes of your dog's excessive barking, start to take control
of the behavior. Here is a quick guide to resolving the issues:
 Get your dog's attention & practice basic commands, like sit & down.
 Avoid leaving a dog alone for long periods of time.
 Avoid punishments like shock collars. They are only painful and unkind.
 Consult your vet or trainer if you continue to face barking issues.
 Don't encourage your dog to bark at sounds, such as people or dogs passing
your home, birds outside the window or children playing in the street.
 Do not let your dog bark constantly outside, regardless of the reason. You can
hardly train him or her to stop barking by yelling across the yard.
 You must be consistent! Do not punish your dog for barking at certain
sounds, like car doors slamming and kids playing, but then encourage him or
her to bark at other sounds, like people at the door.
 Make sure your dog gets plenty of exercise so there is less pent-up energy.
 Never comfort, pet, hug or feed your dog when he or she is barking for
attention or out of anxiety.
 Never tie your dog’s muzzle closed with rope, cord, or rubber bands.
 Never use a muzzle to keep your dog quiet for long periods of time.
 Do not shout at your dog to stop barking.
 Train your dog to “Be Quiet”.
 Get the dog's attention with a clap or whistle and redirect the dog's attention
to a toy or treat.

To find out more about how to train your dog read my recommended training course
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The 8 steps to success
Reward Silence
When your dog is barking, distract it and wait for it to quiet down – then reward it!

Don't Let The Dog Greet Visitors
A dog's excitement about visitors, delivery people and other guests is largely due to
their importance. If the dog routinely greets people then those people's visits matter.
Deny the dog access and ask visitors to ignore the dog on arrival.

Provide More Exercise
A properly exercised dog is easier to train and more relaxed.

Deny Access to Barking Stations
If the dog waits by a window or door or the fence then deny access. Managing the
environment prevents the dog from seeing things that trigger the barking.

Ignore Attention-Seeking Barking
If the dog barks to get your attention and you respond, you've lost. If you are the
dog's focus when he or she is barking, ignore him or her.

Provide Something To Do
Dogs were originally bred for specific purposes. Without their jobs, they become
bored and bored dogs are more likely to bark. Provide your dog with interactive toys.

Use Training Tools
Use training products TO provide quick results without harming your dog.

Teach You Dog “Speak” And “Be Quiet”
Teach your dog to speak and hush on command. You'll be able to communicate with
your dog when he or she begins to bark too much. Then reward the dog for following
your "Be Quiet" command.
To find out more about how to train your dog read my recommended training course
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In conclusion
While excessive dog barking is extremely frustrating, we hold the key to controlling
it. Love for dogs and being responsible for them are two different things. We need to
embrace both. As responsible pet owners, we need to train our dogs to be well
behaved in a loving and positive manner. Well behaved dogs are the delight to
society. And just because they are well trained doesn’t mean they are no longer
playful.
Patience with our dogs is the key. Take time reading as much information as you can
on the topic. Dog barking has a long list of causes. Try to keep a keen eye as to how
your dogs behave.
Never try to hide or ignore your dog’s excessive barking. The more you ignore the
situation, the worse it will be. Never cover their barking problems. The longer it is
done, the worse your dog’s barking will get. If you don’t have the time to train them,
ask for help from trainers and handlers. They are the experts in the field.
This short book will have equipped you with the knowledge you need to deal with
your dog’s barking. The most important thing is that you know the different reasons
for barking. By going through each reason and trying to relate each to your dog, you
will step closer to solving the problem.
This is just a primer. But the better equipped we are with knowledge, the less
problems we’ll have in training and having a well-behaved and very lovable dog.

Put barking to bed: Contented dogs don't need to bark
To find out more about how to train your dog easily follow my recommended training course
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Recommended: Easy Dog Training
Dove Cresswell's Dog Training Online
You Love Your Dog...but
you are still dealing with
dog behavioral problems.
You want to keep your
dog happy and safe. You
want your dog to come
back to you whenever
and every time you call.
Maybe you're looking for
more advanced training or you have a special situation and have not been able to find
reliable online resources to solve your dog's behavioral problem.
Trusted training resources are hard to come by. One site will tell you to feed raw
meat to your dog and another site says to turn your dog into a vegan. One site says
to use clicker training the other site says never use a clicker.

How do you know what’s best for your dog?
How do you know if a training method will even work? And with everyone and his
dog claiming to be a professional dog trainer who are you going to trust?
If you have seen any of these TV series or films and wondered how they trained the
animals to do such amazing things, it was Dove Cresswell: Level Up tv series; This
Means War; Marley & Me: The Puppy Years; Marmaduke.
Dove wants you to have the very best dog training program available…Discover
The Fun and EASY Way to Train Your Dog.

Here's what you get!
•

Complete library of dog training videos from basic to advanced. Take them
anywhere. Watch from home, at work, or on your smart phone in the field.

•

More than 50 videos with solid information. No fluff or filler. Trust training from a
certified, professional Hollywood North dog trainer. Money Back Guarantee!
Buy it now from http://bit.ly/1FuV5eF
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